TWO UNPUBLISHED INSCRIPTIONSFROM THE
SOUTH TEMPLEAREA OF KARANISI
(PLATE

LXIX)

URING the winter of 1895-96 Grenfell,Hunt, and Hogarth openedup a new

D

phase of Egyptology by digging in Greco-Romantowns in Egypt.2 They limited
their explorations, primarily a search for papyri, to the Fayum and succeeded in
identifying a number of sites in that region. One of these was Karanis. Here the
sebbakhin had already uncovered the eastern facade of the temple of Pnepheros and
Petesouchos (the South Temple) and " the tops of three inscribed doorways."
Hogarth published the inscriptions on these doorways, but with very meagre
descriptions.3 No measurements were taken and no details regarding the type of
stone noted. This is particularlyunfortunate in the case of a fragmentary inscription,
the earliest in date, for the stone has since been lost and no photographs of it were
made. Since the Michigan excavations of 1929-30 turned up what I believe to be a
portion of the missing section it is pertinent to give in full Hogarth's description to
see how well that fits the Michigan stone.4
A fallen block, which has formed the lower half of a lintel, found lying on
its face just south of the propylon. Very fine and regular lettering.
It is much to be regretted that our diligent search for the upper part of this
lintel was unsuccessful; for this inscription, judged by the style of its lettering,
is certainly not later than the beginning of the first century A.D., and more probably belongs to the first century B.C. It is the earliest record on the site, and would
have given probably a Ptolemaic date for the first construction of a gate to the
temple buildings.5

A glance at Plate LXIX, 1 shows that the Michigan blockformed part of the upper
portion of a lintel, for mutilated molding is discernible at the top and at the right end.
I am indebted to the Research Committee of the Museum of Archaeology of the University
of Michigan for their permission to publish these inscriptions; especial thanks are due to Dr. E. E.
Peterson, Curator of Egyptian Antiquities Museum of Archaeology, University of Michigan,
formerly Field Director of the excavations at Karanis, and to Mr. C. H. Roberts, Fellow of St.
John's College, and Lecturer in Papyrology in the University of Oxford, formerly a member of the
staff at Karanis, for supplying information and checking readings. As a member of the staff I had
made transcripts of both inscriptions immediately after they were found during the 1929-30
excavations, but later because of suspected errors wished the readings of the larger one checked
against the original. This was done in 1935, several years after I had returned from Egypt. Roberts'
readings will be further acknowledged in the treatment of the inscription.
2 B. P. Grenfell, A. S. Hunt, D. G. Hogarth, Fayu'm Towns and Their Papyri (London, 1900),
p. 20.
3 Ibid., pp. 32-34.
4 This stone, sandy limestone, measures 16.85 cm. (height) X 27.75 cm. (thickness) X 50.1 cm.
(width). It was found as a part of the masonry in the protective stone wall for the south wall of
house E42A. See A. E. R. Boak, Karanis, The Temples, Coin Hoards, Botanical and Zoological
Reports, Seasons 1924-31 (Ann Arbor, 1933), Plan III.
5 Grenfell, Hunt, Hogarth, op. cit., pp. 32-33.
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" Very fine and regular lettering " may well be applied to this inscription also since
its lettering, compared with that on all the others found here, is far superior. There
is perfect agreement as to date, for the Michigan block is part of a dedicatory inscription on behalf of Ptolemy Alexander (114-88 B.C.). Therefore, if the text of
this fragment can be made to complete the one published by Hogarth, it is a fair conclusion that we now have at least part of the stone for which a " diligent search " was
made at the end of the last century.
The text of the Michigan fragment is as follows:
.AEfln?IT TOAEMA IOY
EIAN POYeEOY
r
-s
! *v.
.v.KhA.1j... %h
CD
Y
The number of letters in each line should be noted; 132 for line 1; 12 for line 2,
which does not extend as far to the right as line 1; and 15 for line 3. This indicates
a tendency toward smaller letters, and consequently more letters in subsequent lines
than in these first three when completed. Hogarth had for his first complete line
T [Es-]

OVXO[v]

T

'rpi"OVrVXOV
HVEiEp&rt

KacL,

30 letters. We should,then, expectthe three

lines of the Michigan inscription to be somewhat less than 30 letters in length. Following another inscription from the Fayfum6 they may be completed as
'T4EP /3aot]IXE'o HroXqEkatov
70)
'AX]
K
OEov
AEAeCa'vpov
(LtXo/rrop]os

Kat /a3ccrtXiOcrrjs

(22 letters)
(20

letters)

(24 letters)

These three lines linked with Hogarth's text beginning r'v] 7EK'C`VOlv do not have
continuity, and we must assume that at least one line was lost in the break. The
inscription from the Fayiim just mentioned continues with BEpEvt'K7J1 r'l3 a8EXOrq OEacL
to which Kat would have to be added to join with rcov] TEKVCV. This gives
PtXa8EXOov
36 letters, which are too many. A papyrus of 101 B.C. gives a clew here.7 It has
BEpEVtKrJs0Eas ItXa8EXov

to which we must add Kact for a total of 26 letters. This

may be considered a suitable length for the line.
The line beginning aovw]TEKKV-V presents one difficulty which cannot be overcome,
that of a personal name. The letters r [EG-]ovXo[v] beginning the following line can only
be completed with HE-, giving elereo-ovXov, a personal name very common in the
Arsinoite nome (the Fayfim). This was done by Hogarth, and he was probably right
in making the case genitive, indicating that this name was preceded by another in the
nominative case, giving -- -, the son of Petesouchos.

What this other name was

there is no way of knowing. However, if we follow another dedicatory inscription
6 Preisigke,
XAO1rTOPOS

7 P.

Samm1elbuch,4623, 101

KactfaatXt'o

Teb. 106. 3-4.

BEpEV t'Kn

Tn7

B.C.

?Y7r?p 8ao-tXA'cu IlroXEpadov Toy

GE&'-4?tXaSE'X4ov.
L8LEXOA1s

. ..

Kac

'AXAc6v8pov

OEOV
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on behalf of Ptolemy Alexander 8 we may add Kaiu rc2OV
EKYOlVcov after -c'v] TEKV&V which
together with IE at the end gives 24 letters. The next line contains 30 letters; the
preceding 26.9 Space is thus left for a name in the nominative case from four to six
letters, ample for one of a number of Egyptian personal names.'0 With this restoration the complete text of the Hogarth-Michigan inscription is
'T7EPp/3ao-t] XE&jglTroXoE,atov
Tov Kat'AX] Ee 8pOV OEOfVo
'tI2Xo/4rop] os Kat BaAtorrrRs
[BEpEvtiKr
OEa'gT?Ata&X4ov Kact]

5

r2wv]

rEKV1w

TCOv E'KyO1V2V

[KaiJ

T[E-] ov'Xo[V] rT

..E..

E-]

'7rpo'rrvXoVXIFIIvEEPc6Irt Kat

ITErEo-ov'&p Kat rotS o1rvvvaots OEOts

/LEyaXoLSJLEyaXots
yVVatKog

10

Kac

(Eovs)

T)v

VTEp

acvrov "

Kat

r'

TEKV&W EVX'1V.

t60, MEo-op?K4(.

Since the two parts do fit together so well we may feel reasonably sure that they
originally formed the lintel of the north propylon and that it was erected in the 19th
year of Ptolemy Alexander, Mesore 27, i. e., August 20, 95 B.C.'3
Also during the excavations in the South Temple area a large limestone block 14
was found just to the south of the steps at the east end of the forecourt. It had been
broken into three major portions and was lying against the east wall of the forecourt.
Its position and the fact that it was a lintel inscribed with a dedication made it appear
that it had been used over the entrance at the head of the stairs. It was very badly
scaled, and in some parts the lettering was all but obliterated, making decipherment
8
rr,'

O.G.I.S., 740.

18;EAX4rs

TYir?p 3laatAXo
OfEO)V(I?LAojt')rop0)V :,O)T'ypwv

Hmokq/taiov
Kax TOV

TOV K[at]

T1EKVO)V Ka

'AXE$cv8pov

Tr6)v [EK]yo'vov

Ka'

/a3tA'aut2da

'HpJJpvLOG

[K]X[corJEpas]

ptEyd'yaX() cJaEEV)O

a'.

9 As we have restored it.
lo E. g., QOpos,12ptow
'Aflfts;,
'AKV'Xag, A\y/%&3 AtS-aq 'Epsg.
Kat TCV 'KyOV6)Vin no way correspond to the remains of letters as indicated by Hogarth. This,
however, is no particular argument against such a restoration. Hogarth himself does not indicate
the remains of HE at the end of the line, though he assumes that reading necessary. That is to say
he took no particular pains in copying mutilated letters.
Another restoration would be to omit iat Tov FKyo'vv and assume a longer personal name, e. g.,
HETIEcOVxOV.
with o Kat giving - - - o Kat ---Hogarth reads avroD.
12 Preisigke, Sammelbuch, 6252, an inscription from Theadelphia, 137 B.C., paralleling this in
11

form reads:

'Y7rEpSautVXon llroAcXatov Kat /3aotktaarj' KXco7rarpas Tr)s a'SEX4rq Ka\t 83aatX&`ao KKko7ra6Tpas
iV TEKvovav'T(
Aya0ou&poq AyaOo&opov AXEAavSpEv\TN /r
(ra) px ( as)
v tEvov
fEv
Kat J0t&wpa
Atoovvtov
avekEpt
r1 yvr
o
7rpoE
K
IEydt
cEvxvv.("ErovS) XS, OivV 0.
r't7- yVvatKO',

OEO EVipycr6aV,

13
This inscription adds a bit to the scanty information of this period. Bevan (A History of
Egypt under the Ptolemaic Dynasty [London, 1927], p. 332) states that the period beginning with
the death of Ptolemy Alexander's mother to the end of his reign (101-89 B.C.) is a " blank," with
only four Greek inscriptions from the Fayunmbelonging to these years.
14 38 cm. (height) X 36 cm. (thickness) X 169 cm. (width).
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extremely difficult. In each upper corner was carved the crude figure of a crocodile
and in the center an incense altar (see Plate LXIX, 2). The lettering throughout was
very coarse and irregular, due in part at least to the very poor texture of the stone,
and also to the failure of the stonecutter to proportion his text before starting to cut.
I first transcribed the inscription as

A[YP]HAIOY
[Y]1TEP[A]OYKIOY
KOMMOAOY7EBAITOY
[M]EIOPHKAT APXAIOYXIW
YTTEP
AOYKIOY
AYPHAIOYKOMMOAOY
KAi1APOETOY KYPIOY
KAIITNE4PEPQTI
EYTYXOYX
..T...... 1TETELOYXQ
OEOI7
MEF17TOIXETTAFAOQ
P was a mistake, but I did not check the reading since at the
Obviously the first YTTE
time the exact date was not of any particular importance.
In 1935 I again became interested in the inscription and Roberts,16at my request,
was kind enough to check my readings and to send me the following transcript together
with answers to certain questions:.

LK AOYKIOY
A[YP]IHAIOY
IEBAITOY
KOMMOAOY
[M]EZOPHKATAPXAIOY7IF
YTTEP
KOMMOAOY
TOY
KAIIAPO07
[...]IOY AYOKIOYAYPHAIOY
KYPIOY
..........
EYTYXOY[X]KA[

]!jHE1TETEIOYXQ KAIITNE4EPQTI OEOI0

MEFI17TOIlETTAFAEQ

A very recent study of photographs of the inscription has necessitated a revision
of Roberts' transcript as well as my own.18 In line 4 I can find no traces of letters
after YTTEP. [AIA]?Y would not be admissible in that it violates the order of the
Roman name; [KYP]I.QYis most unlikely too since it is used at the end of the line.
No single phlotographof the entire block is sufficiently clear for reproduction. The drawing,
made from several photographs, is a fairly accurate copy except that all lettering is shown as being
equally distinct.
16
See note 1.
(
17t Line 1. The L K is quite clear; a small space intervenes between it and the subsequent word,
but there are no traces of another numeral.
" Line 4. YTTEP is unmistakable and there is no room for any letters before it; immediately
after it the surface of the stone is worn away and any reading before AOYKIOYmust be regarded
as doubtful. Perhaps [A IA]!IY, or less probably, [KYP]!IY.
" Line 5. The EY is very lightly cut, perhaps after the rest of the line, and the letters are much
smaller than the following TYX; whereas the top stroke of the T measures 2.5 cm., the space between
that stroke and the raised vertical column which marks the limit of the inscription is only 2 cm.
The letters vary so much in size that the number of those lost between KA and IH cannot be precisely calculated."
18 Photographs occasionally, as here, are better than the original. Their smallness, compared
to the object itself, can bring out letter forms which are obscured by the very size of the actual letters.
15
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Both of us, I believe, were wrong in reading EYTYXOY>1in line 5. The fact that the
other dedication on behalf of Commodus at Karanis 19 gave Ei'rvyvs as one of his
titles exerted too strong an influence on us. In the photograph I can find no trace
of EY. However,TYXH7 KAI is fairly plain. Following this is 4[. . ] MONHEwhich
can only beLAIAM0 NH1. I have been unable to find iv'X-and &3taqov4in combination
elsewhere but each is used similarly in other dedicatory inscriptions.20 The complete
text then is
K AoVKtov

A['vp]>qXov
Ko,u468ov oE,/3wrTTov
[M] EO-Op? Kac' acpXatovg ty
VIEp AOVKtOV Ai'p-Xtov Koyqo'8ov Kato-apog rov
(EOV'

)

TVx-q? Kat

[1a]1vEjEv

MEoopn Ka7'- apxatovg

llEreo7ov'y

Kai&llvEbEp^7rt

KVptOV
OEOLg/lEycO

yaT
ctyactO

ty is an example of dating according to the old Egyptian

'Wandeljahr." 21 Its equivalent in the Roman calendar is to be determined through
documents in which the Egyptian and Roman calendars are equated. Since the
Egyptian year was 365 days in length the divergence between the two calendars
increased one day every four years. P.Par., 19b, 4-5 (A.D. 138) gives the equation
tqv0E 'A8ptavo'
?, Kac' 8& ro'g
T/j3L j. In this year the divergence is
pXaio(vs)
40 days. P. Fay., 139, 4-6 (A.D. 161), a horoscope, has Ka' s'EXXvag MEo-op-qe
Ecpa
a
divergence
of
46
days.22
The
twentieth
year
Kara
8E
`EpuEa<cK>
O3f6
t,
rov`g
acpXEovg
n
of Commodus is 179/80; 23 Mesore Kar' apXatovgwould be in 180. Since the difference

between the two calendars was 46 days in 161 this would be increased to 51 days in
K3 KaO
180. Accordingly MEO-op?7KaT apxatovr 7tyavis equivalentto
'EXXnvav
or June 16, 180, the date on which the forecourt was dedicated.
Since the north gate was repaired and dedicated in the time of Commodus also
we may look upon the end of the second century as a period of revived interest in the
cult of the two crocodile gods that resulted in considerablebuilding at Karanis. Such
building may not have been restricted to the two structures just mentioned although
our information is limited to the inscriptions carved on their lintels.
VERNE
INDIANA

B. SCHUMAN

UNIVERSITY

9 Grenfell, Hunt, Hogarth, op. cit., p. 34.
E. g., I.G.R.P., I, 1289: Yrr4p] AV1rOK[p]Jro[p] os Ka'uapos [\o]/paa4avoi]
.E; yiurt
. .
TVXryg Kat Tov 7raVTO9 otKOV avrovi
O.G.I.S., 708: ['Y7rp]
'Hpa Oca

'
Iovr's roT KVptOVrlwuiv A'vroKpar[o]7plod] Karc(apo'; MapKov A'[pqX]l ov [Ko/qoy'ov]
Ev1uE/l3o3[s;Kat] roi ovvmravro3 av&T[Ov o]tKOV.

:E/3a(JTa v

rEp,avLKGtK

U(oirrpt]a'

'Avrm[vEdv]ov

[kad]

Stu-

>,EflaurTo

For a discussion of such double dating see Wilcken, Ostraka, I, pp. 791 ff.
The editors state that the divergence here is 44 days, which is in error. In computing probably
the numeral g after zpa was used rather than the E after Mcuop'. These two papyri provide us with
a check on the two calendars. Thle period 138-161 is 24 years in length. Since the divergence
increased one day in every four years the increase in this period would be six days. If the difference
in 138 was 40 days a difference of 46 days is proper for 161.
23
Preisigke, W8rterbuch, III, p. 54; Wilcken, Grundziige, p. lviii.
21
22
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